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Abstract— In this paper, a comparison of existing Flip-Flop (FF) system with different parameters is reported. A New design 
of Flip-Flop has been proposed, having a structure of explicit pulse-triggered with a modified true single phase clock latch 
based on signal feed through scheme. The post-layout simulation results using CMOS 250nm technology affirms that in the 
proposed system delay is reduced when compared with existing systems. This Flip-Flop has a shorten delay which leads to 
improve in speed and power saving too. Explicit Pulse-triggered Flip-Flop(FF), pulse signal can be shared to other Flip-Flop. 
In the Proposed FF scheme not only the delay but also the power delay product, a true metric for comparison is optimized. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Flip-Flop(FF) is basically used as a memory elements 
in Digital circuits like Microprocessors. In the present 
scenario, power consumption is a major challenge in 
Digital design. FF is divided into two stages, one stage 
is the clock system and the other is a latch that which 
stores data. In a conventional FF, Clock system 
consumes 50% of the total power which is due to the 
fact that the dynamic power in a MOS circuit is 
directly proportional to the switching activity. To 
overcome this problem a Pulse-triggered Flip-Flop 
(P-FF) is introduced because a single latch is better 
than conventional master slave FF and transmission 
Gate (TG). P-FF divides into two stages. First one is a 
Pulse-Generator (PG) for signal and other is a Latch 
for storage of data. Triggering is classified into two 
types, they are narrow pulse and wide pulse. If it is 
narrow pulse, then it is a Edge-triggered FF. Essential 
feature of a P-FF are zero or negative setup time. To 
obtain a compromise among power, delay and area, 
design space provided exploration of widely used 
technique. FF belongs to semi-dynamic and dynamic 
circuits having both static and dynamic logic 
 
Recently, reported Flip-Flop like Semi dynamic FF 
(SDFF), Hybrid Latch FF (HLFF) and Semi 
Amplifier-based on FF (SAFF) are commonly used for 
implementing high performance digital system due to 
small delay between data and output. This provides 
reducing clock skew, clock load and embedding logic 
functions into themselves. In the Proposed work, we 
present P-FF based on Signal feed- Through Scheme 
(STSFF). The data transition from 0 to 1 is shorten by 
introducing a simple pass transistor for extra signal 
driving. When P-FF combined with True Single Phase 
Clock (TSPC) Latch and PG Circuit, it forms a new 
P-FF design with speed and power-delay product 
improved.  

 
II. DESIGN APPROACH FOR PROPOSED 

P-FF BASED ON A SIGNAL FEED 
THROUGH SCHEME 

 
A. Existing Pulse-triggered Flip-Flop: 
P-FF's, are referred either implicit or explicit type 
based on the pulse generated. In Implicit type P-FF, 
PG is a part of latch design and no extra pulse signal is 
required. In Explicit P-FF, PG and Latch are separate 
and the pulse needs to be generated externally. 
Implicit P-FF has a problem of long discharge path but 
economical in terms of power. Explicit P-FF 
consumes more power because of logic separation 
there is a speed advantage and this single pulse signal 
can be shared to group of FF's.  

 
A Comparison for Existing P-FF designs are revised 
first. Fig.1(a) shows data-close-to-output (ep-DCO) 
FF Design. It contains a PG of a three inverters 
connected to a Nand gate and a semi dynamic TSPC 
structure latch design. Back-to-Back end connected 
inverters as Keeper Logic or Keeper Device. In this 
P-FF Design, Inverters I1 and I2 which hold internal 
node X valve and I3, I4 are used to latch data. In 
presence of static input '1', the internal node X is 
discharged on every rising edge of pulse signal and 
gives large switching power dissipation. To overcome 
this problem a Conditional Discharge FF (CDFF) 
design is introduced in Fig.1(b) and extra nMOS is 
used to feed back the signal Q-fdbk to the input stage 
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so that no discharge occurs at static input data '1' and 
circuit is further simplified by replacing keeper logic 
at internal node X with a inverter plus pull-up pMOS 
transistor only.  
 
Fig 1(c) shows almost similar to CDFF but with 
changed position of static latch i.e., Data and PG are 
interchanged there position and node X having keeper 
logic as two back-to back end inverters. It will be a 
long Data-to-Q delay. To overcome this delay a 
Modified Hybrid Latch FF (MHLFF) in Fig.1 (d) 
which is also a static latch is discussed. The Keeper 
logic at node X is removed. MHLFF Design having 
two drawbacks 
 
(i) Node X is predischarged, a prolonged 0 to1 delay is 
expected. 
(ii) Node X is crosses the voltage level and its valve 
may drift extra dc power. 
 
B. Proposed STSFF Design 
Observing previous Four Flip-Flops, they required 
same time for 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 data transitions. Fig 2 is 
unique from previous four circuits for improving the 
data transition. STSFF is differentiated by mainly 
three changes from the previous existing P-FF’s. 
 
(i) Weak pMOS gate terminal connected to ground 
which rises a pseudo-nMOS logic style. 
(ii)A pass transistor controlled by pulse clock and also 
connected with a data, which makes transition faster. 
(iii) Pull down nMOS transition is removed from 
second stage of latch. Total four transistors has been 
removed from the keeper device and two nMOS 
transistor are removed which will reduces the delay 
and improving the speed. Pass transistor provide 
driving current to node Q during 0 to 1 transition and 
discharging node Q during 1 to 0 transition.  

 
C. Working Principle of STSFF: 
In Presence of clock Pulse and no data is present, then 
the output node Q will stay at same level and also 

provides driving effect by passing current through 
transistor Nx. If input data is inverted and output feed 
is inverted, then pull-down transistor is off at node X. 
If data changes from 0 to 1, then node X discharges 
and turns on the pull down transistor which switches Q 
to high value results to reduces the delay by greater 
extent. 
Here all circuits are PG are single edge triggered 
Flip-Flop. Proposed STSFF can may PG is replaced by 
dual edge triggered. In, Dual Edge the operation will 
be occurs at both rising and falling edge. 
 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
The Proposed STSFF design is compared with 
existing designs ep-DCO, CDFF, SCDFF, MHLFF 
through Post-Layout Simulation Tanner Tools. 
Comparison of all Four designs are explicit type 
Flip-Flop having a PG circuit external to TSPC 
latch.PG is Nand based CMOS having a Nand and 
three inverters stage chain is used for three existing 
and proposed system except  MHLFF having own 
pulse generator circuit. 
 The target Technology is TSMC 250-nm CMOS 
Process. Pulse width design is crucial for the 
correctness of data as well as power consumption.  
From the Layout of proposed design it can be observed 
that this occupies a less area when compared with the 
existing design. The output of FF Loaded to Capacitor 
50pF and input Clock is subject to Capacitor load 
3pF.The power calculation for three different data 
101101011, all 1's and all 0's.The operating condition 
is 1.5v/500MHz.  
 

 
Fig.3(a) Simulation of ep-DCO 

 
Fig.3(b) Simulation of CDFF 

 
Fig.3(a) Simulation of ep-DCO circuit reveals node is 
charged and discharged at every clock cycle,  
especially when the input data is not changing. These 
internal activities do not produce useful operation. 
Fig.3(b) Simulation of CDFF reduces the charging and 
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discharging at node Q when the input is remains at 
same level. Comparing Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b) CDFF 
having efficiency at switching activity occurs over 
ep-DCO. 
 

 
Fig.3(c)Simulation of SCDFF 

 
Fig 3(d) Simulation of MHLFF 

 
 In, Fig.3(c) Simulation of SCDFF shows a waveform 
of output which related same as input data with a 
small delay when compared with the ep-DCO and 
CDFF design. In, Fig.3(d) Shows similar output 
obtained by SCDFF, but improved in timing occurs at 
data transition from 0 to 1 and delay will be more 
when compared with previous three FF's ep-DCO, 
CDFF, SCDFF. In, Fig.4 STSFF wave form is not 
having any distortion or discharging/charging at 
output node Q comparing with ep-DCO, CDFF, 
SCDFF, MHLFF designs. Improved in delay, timing 
occurs at data transition from 0 to1 is reduces further. 

 
Fig.4 Simulation of STSFF 

 
IV. ANALYSIS 
 
A. Timing Analysis of FF Designs: 
The internal node X of ep-DCO having discharging 
largely at transition from 0 to 1 data which leads to 
switching at 0 to 1 will having small change at output 
node Q and it will not generate a full data transition. In 
CDFF, the discharge is reducing when compared with 
ep-DCO but a distortion of signal will be observed at 
data transition 0 to 1 very small. In SCDFF which is 

similar to CDFF, but interchanging position of 
Pulse_trg clock and data. Both CDFF and SCDFF 
having worst timing delay. The Layout diagrams of 
Existing FF's and Proposed STSFF as shown in Fig.5. 
Using Tanner Tools  L-edit, Layout has been design 
for individual FF and LVS-Edit Compares the 
schematic and layout are equal or not through net list 
generation by T-spice.  

 
Fig.5 Layout designs of ep-DCO, CDFF, SCDFF, MHLFF and 

Proposed STSFF 
 
B. Power Analysis of FF Designs: 
Here, Table I Review all four FF's are having power 
consumption more than that of STSFF, thus STSFF 
having less power consumption. The saving of power 
STSFF with existing Flip-Flops ep-DCO, CDFF, 
SCDFF and MHLFF are 23.68%, 30.79%, 
-21.1%,85.93% at Data 101101011 respectively. 
Where STSFF design at Data 101101011 will not 
giving power saving with respect to existing Flip-Flop 
SCDFF. Here observing results with  different  Data 
patterns and Calculating there power saving .The 
Flip-Flops are  power saving when a high voltage Vdd. 
ep-DCO  having a problem discharging at internal 
node which leads to a large consume of power.  

 
Table I Power Consumption of Various Flip-Flop: 
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The Proposed STSFF having Power Consumption is 
less and saving ratio improved whenever data is 
present. Due to the Nx transistor used for data 
transition at single pulse triggering and it is used as to 
transition of the pulse signal to the output if no data is 
present. The STSFF which will transfers of data from 
input node directly to the output node. We can also 
calculate extra power to pass transistor Nx. Here the 
layout area is less than that of previous existing 
Flip-Flops if it is having more transistors than 
MHLFF. The Theoretical calculation of Power is

2** ddLdyn VfCP  . Observing Transition of Data 
from input to output i.e., D to Q node is exactly equal 
in SCDFF, MHLFF and STSFF. Finally, STSFF is 
better than remaining two Flip-Flops because it having 
rising and fall time were less change than previous 
Flip-Flops .Here we have studied the power 
consumption by varying power supply Vdd. 
Calculating Different Flip-Flops Power Consumption 
and Plot a graph between power consumption and 
power supply as shown in Fig.6 

 
Fig.6 Graph between Power Vs Vdd 

 
Here, The Power Consumption is less for Proposed 
Flip-Flop Signal Feed through Scheme and remaining 
FF's are more power consumption  but a special case at 
SCDFF i.e., at Vdd=1.5 having  power of 36uW and 
Vdd=2 having power of 10.1uw. The Technology used 
is 250nm so that minimum length is 250nm and we 
can vary width of each individual MOS transistor in 
Flip-Flop i.e., both pMOS and nMOS transistor. 
Among all the transistors altering the width of certain 
of them only can improve speed of operation of the 
Flip-Flop remaining does not impact the speed of 
operation. Comparison of Power-Delay-Product 
(PDP) and delay with Existing Flip-Flops in Table II. 

 
Fig 7 PDP vs Delay of data-Clock 

Table II PDP and Delay from Data-to-Output for Four 
FF's and STSFF design: 

 
 
 Adjusting timing between clock and Data to obtain 
Delay for each and individual FF's using T-Spice in 
Tanner Tools show in Fig.7. When we are studying the 
Power -Delay-Product (PDP) with respect to the setup 
time overall performance of STSFF is better than the 
Previous Existing Flip-Flop's MHLFF, CDFF, 
SCDFF, ep-DCO and around delay improves by 
change of 16.6%, 46.6% with respect to ep-DCO and 
MHLFF.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This Paper presents a new type of Low-power 
Pulse-Triggered Flip-Flop. This will suit for a wide 
variety of Digital Circuits like microprocessor. The 
combination of a pass transition and a pseudo nMOS 
style provides a short delay and fastest transition from 
0 to 1 or 1 to 0 from data to output i.e., shortened 
transition time. Future scope would be to implement a 
Dual-Edge triggered Pulse Generator using different 
techniques.     
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